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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017090065A1] A rope-system is described, adapted to use ropes as runways (6, 7) for handling people or materials at different heights,
comprising: a carrier station (1, 2) equipped with at least one carrier handling rope (34); a return and tensioning station (3, 5) for the rope, which is
a connection line between the stations and forms a ring with carrier function on one way and with return function on another way, the connection line
being equipped with at least one shoe-type element (132, 133) for supporting the rope and/or with jumpers (11, 131) having a supporting function
for the rope during its traction and a joining function of the rope when it operates as carrier rope; at least one handling means (10, 300, 302) which
follow, on the shoe- type element, a circular trajectory, the frame of the handling means instead, optimizing the curve, performs a trajectory marked
by a joining line traced by the wheel assemblies (209, 210) of the handling means, the position of the carrier rope when going out of the tractor
station and the return and tensioning station being obtained by applying side abutments, the center-distance of the rope given by a union bar (153)
between tractor rope (153) and return rope (153) being kept constant by the line jumpers (11, 131) which also perform the function of supporting the
rope.
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